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ABSTRACT
Through this pictorial, I propose a generative method 
for the elicitation of autoethnographic themes for 
design research. This dialogue with tangible traces 
uses photography in conversation with tangible body 
maps (TBMs) towards harvesting evocative content for 
exploration. This dialogical tool functions as a way of 
generating conceptual knowledge inspired by the self 
and environment, including other subjectivities. This 
dialogue with tangible traces contributes to first-person 
design research, where traceability and communicability 
of outcomes become necessary preconditions for rigour. 
Although systematic, this method also respects the non-
prescriptive and drifting nature of design.
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INTRODUCTION 
FROM BODY TO ENVIRONMENT
As research focused on first-person experiences is 
becoming more prevalent in HCI [14], researchers have 
started to venture into employing methods to access a 
more detailed articulation of embodied sensations and 
feelings to inform design. The use of autobiographical 
tools combined with workshops with participants is 
becoming a common methodological choice in the 
field [20]. When working with participants, body 
maps [7,23] and art-oriented open-ended tools [1,2] 
are generally used to surface subjective experience 
around a given topic. Additionally, narratives have been 
used by researchers to describe their autoethnographic 
experiences [19,21]. Although these methodological 
approaches are rich and afford a multifaceted range of 
expressiveness, sometimes it is not easy to put them 
into an active conversation with one another, potentially 
missing the opportunity to surface unexpected themes.  

This pictorial presents a generative and designerly 
way of dialoguing with workshop outcomes involving 
using open-ended tools called tangible body maps 
(onwards TBMs). These tools are put in conversation 
with photographs curated by the researcher to elicit 
autoethnographic content and potentially new research 
themes. TBMs derive from traditional body mapping 
[7], which are used to symbolise feelings and sensations 
around corporeal experience. In addition, TBMs are 
sculptural representations of such experiences, emerging 
as an additional level of abstraction from traditional 
body maps. These resulting abstractions symbolise 
relevant aspects of experiencing, which are used as 
starting points to expand emerging topics, from the body 
to environment.

In this dialogical method, TBMs acts as the stepping 

stone for a generative conversation, where photographs 
are integrated to elicit new themes. Methods emerging 
from HCI such as performative photography [15] and 
ideation through natureculture [18] use both photos to 
scaffold conceptual knowledge for design by taking 
advantage of the relations between humans and more-
than-human agents. Dialoguing with TBMs falls within 
the same tradition, however establishing a link with 
designerly manifestations created by the researcher and 
others towards foregrounding personal narratives. In 
most cases, TBMs are created by participants. However, 
instead of focusing on reconstructing the participants’ 
stories, this method uses them as provocations to elicit 
unexpected first-person reflections. 

With the rise of interest for first-person methods in HCI 
[13,14,19,20,21], there is a need for more rigorous yet 
designerly ways of doing research [14]. By designerly, 
I refer to methods that use reflection in action, a type 
of engagement intertwined with the creative interaction 
with materials [4]. Additionally, design practice values 
open-endedness as part of its activity [4,16]. In the case 
of first-person research methods, rigour is granted by 
the ability of the researcher to systematically articulate 
and communicate the generative reasoning behind her 
decisions [30], in this case, to the design community. 

By dialoguing with projective manifestations of peoples’ 
experiences, the goal of this method is to elicit access to the 
procedural aspects of our own reasoning and imagining. 
Other methods such as photographic elicitation [12], 
experience sampling [17], and microphenomenology 
[25] are grounded in a similar principle of scaffolding 
first-person experience systematically, although without 
the designerly quality of the dialogue proposed in this 
pictorial. Additionally, TBMs use the bodily dimension 
of others as a point of articulation of experience. This is 



Examples of tangible 
body maps. 
These are created based 
on traditional paper body 
mapping to represent 
predominant sensory 
information around a topic 
of exploration.

Plasticine is used as a 
material to craft TBMs. 
This responds to a series 
of reasons: (a) Plasticine 
is an readily available, 
economical material, 
(b) it can be easily 
manipulated, meaning 
that no special skills are 
required to craft one. (c) 
Plasticine enables quick 
and easy re-iterations. (d) 
The human body is soft. 
Although the texture of 
plasticine is evidently 
different, it captures 
softness, connecting us 
with the metaphor of a 
material shaping the self.

A and B: 
A body map and its 
tangible representation. 
In this case, it highlights 
some  relevant aspect 
from the overall embodied 
experience, such as the 
focus and the sunny 
energy.

inspired by the concept that meaning-making starts from 
the body and our engagement through direct experience 
with the world [9,10], aspects that have been captured by 
Soma-oriented design epistemologies [14].

As a contribution, this pictorial offers a designerly method 
for the systematic documentation of autoethnographic 
accounts that acknowledges the embodied dimension as a 
point of departure for the meaning-generation process of 
the researcher. This dialogical tool is proposed as a way 
of generating conceptual knowledge inspired by both the 
self and the environment, including other subjectivities. It 
assumes that we live in a world where meaning is not pre-
given but co-constructed through experience [30]. 

This pictorial is organised as follows. First, it introduces 
TBMs as the primary tool and centrepiece of this 
dialogical method. Next, it describes the five steps of 
the method before introducing the case study where it 
is applied. Finally, two examples of dialoguing with 
experiential traces are presented to demonstrate how to 
use the steps, including the relations emerging between 
the traces -granted by the participant- and the researcher.  

ABOUT TANGIBLE BODY MAPS
TBMs offer an additional layer of response to traditional 
body maps [7]. These aim to narrow down or expand what 
was represented through body maps as felt through the 
body during the design sessions. TBMs are crafted right 
after completing body maps (see images a and b), giving 
shape through plasticine -or other available materials- 
to the predominant aspects of the experience previously 
depicted on the paper version.

It is crucial to consider that for soma design approaches, 
body mapping relies on ephemerality, meaning that 
these manifestations are not meant to be precious [29]. 
Therefore, participants do not need specific artistic 
abilities or an extensive amount of time to complete or 
create them. The images on the right show a body map 
and its corresponding tangible version to exemplify their 
differences. In this particular case, there is a clear formal 
connection between both versions -as they share the eye 
and the colours - although this is not always the case.
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Dialoguing with tangible traces 
is a method that uses TBMs 
and photographs to motivate 
a generative and systematic 
documentation of themes for 
first-person research. This 
method is relevant for research 
projects involving a combination 
of autoethnography and public 
workshops as part of their 
methodology. 

The following are the steps of the 
dialogue:   

(1) Collecting data

This step involves collecting 
body maps, TBMs and accounts 
from our participants around a 
given research topic. These forms 
of data can be gathered from 
workshops or other types of user 
studies, such as self-reporting 
digital diaries [11] or even design 
probes [8].

(2) Keywords: Selecting 
relevant aspects of a particular 
experience

Once the researcher has collected 
the research materials, she 
groups them into sets composed 
of a body map, a TBM and some 
form of narrative generated 
by each participant. After 
selecting one set, the next step 
is to roughly interpret what is 
represented, placing a particular 
emphasis on the TBM. Keywords 
could emerge from terms directly 
generated by the participant, or as 
brief meta-reflections annotated 

by the researcher. It is advised to 
generate keywords supported by 
other materials -if available- such 
as notes, interviews, et cetera. As 
the objective is not analysing the 
experiences of others but rather 
generating new autoethnographic 
dialogues based on those, the 
researcher embraces loose 
semantic connections amongst 
the available materials. This 
will help her generate free 
associations between the traces 
and her ideas during the following 
step, avoiding an early fixation 
on specific concepts, in the 
spirit of anti-solutionist design 
methodologies acknowledging 
the body as fundamental part of 
our meaning-making process 
[13,14]. 

(3) Free associating with our 
own experiences

The researcher preliminarily 
ideates which images and 
motives would be helpful to 
represent the keywords and notes 
extracted from the TBM. These 
motives should be relevant to 
her at a personal level. Imagined 
associations can be connected to 
formal, symbolic or both aspects 
of the TBM. It is not necessary to 
over intellectualise these relations 
at this stage, but instead, roughly 
think of themes to inspire the 
photographic responses depicted 
in the next step.

(4) Photo hunting 

The purposeful act of capturing 

a photograph is crucial as it 
requires the researcher to look for 
a particular image corresponding 
somehow with the created 
association. When associations 
are vague in the researcher’s 
mind, actively searching for a 
suitable image can ground her 
decision making. The act of 
photo hunting provides a good 
balance between control and 
unfamiliarity; even when a clear 
association inspires the capture, 
it might be challenging to control 
all the elements in a photograph. 
Therefore, photo hunting allows 
the researcher to be surprised 
by the outcomes, and to reflect 
in action [4], in contrast with 
just relying on initial ideas. 
Finally, this reflexive act puts 
the researcher in contact with 
her own emotions, intellect, 
and embodied engagement with 
the environment, potentially 
enriching her evocations.

(5) Dialoguing: Tangible body 
maps versus photograph

Once the researcher has a 
photographic response, she can 
start the dialogue. The step of 
the process is crucial, as it brings 
the collected materials into a 
generative conversation. This 
dialogue should be carefully 
documented as a written piece, 
which will later serve to trace 
the emergence of reflections and 
potentially new conversations. 
The researcher should report on 
the following:

THE METHOD: DIALOGUING WITH TANGIBLE TRACES
Collect data

Select materials 
and assign key-
words

Generate free associations

Photo hunting

Dialoguing
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a. What are the qualities from the TBM I have used as a starting point for 
the dialogue? 
These qualities refer back to the initial steps of the process, where the 
researcher searched for relevant aspects of her experience encapsulated 
through the TBM. At this stage, she discusses her selection of keywords 
and comments on how the TBM represent this. She mentions the potential 
strategies to follow.

b. Is the relationship between the TBM and the photograph more 
symbolic or formal? 

The researcher should explain if the photographic response were mostly 
inspired by the TBM’s formal aspects (such as shape, colour or other 
sensory qualities) or by symbolic content evoked by the TBM.

c. How does the photographic response relate to the original intent 
behind the TBM? 

Based on the evocations inspired by the picture, the researcher is allowed 
to drift between different personal stories towards generating reflections. 
This part of the dialogue is open, candid and subjective.

d. Back to the research topic, what are the new themes arising from this 
comparison?

These new themes should contribute to the original topic of exploration, 
opening up the door for more potential discussions. In addition, providing 
possible responses to those questions might open the door for additional 
autoethnographic explorations, themes and new research inquiries.

(6) Conceptual mapping
Finally, the researcher summarises the documentation process occurring 
in the dialogue by crafting a conceptual map, which is a diagram 
depicting different relations amongst concepts towards representing 
knowledge [31]. Below I offer a brief representation of the structural 
aspects composing the conceptual map, starting from keywords towards 
the generation of new themes.

In the following sections, I will introduce the case study motivating my 
autoethnographic research, including two dialogues exemplifying the 
use of the aforementioned set of instructions.  

New research 
themes

ReflectionsPhotographic 
response

An eye: The example here offers a highly formal photo-
graphic response inspired direclty by the content of the 
TBM. 
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CASE STUDY:  
FOREIGNNESS AS A CONCEPT FOR DESIGN
Being a foreigner could be defined as being an stranger to a 
particular culture [6]. Despite the different ways of being a 
foreigner -as different socio-cultural realities exist- for this 
project, foreignness is valued as a state of mind that brings 
an extended sense of estrangement [33] and creativity [6] to 
everyday living. The act of making strange has been highly 
valued in the context of idea generation for IxD [3,32], 
motivating the study of this particular phenomenon. This 
autoethnographic exploration aims to exhaustively study 
different felt-senses of foreignness towards the generation 
of design methods for creativity and theory construction. 
However, it is important to note that this is a long-life project, 
and this pictorial does not aim to offer more than the first 
response to this research endeavour.       

The photos and brief reflections depicted on this page are 
unilateral, arising from my observations while living as a 
foreigner in Sweden. I have documented my impressions in a 
personal diary [5], containing several intimate reflections and 
anecdotes described in an unstructured manner. Although the 
reflections emerging from my writing process reveal some 
insights (see, for example, my observations next to the images), 
it is difficult to identify the process giving shape to such 
reflections. Additionally, these insights are self-contained, as 
opposed to generative. Later on in the paper, I will show how 
using the dialogue with TBM allows researchers to pinpoint 
the emergence of concepts, contributing to communicating 
insights more systematically.

Roughly analysed, these photographs represent three different ways of relating to foreignness. 
The first relation is through estrangement, in the case of photos alluding to specific elements 
that are normal to locals but strange for me as an outsider, such as food, an overly touristic 
urban landscape or the particularities of cold weather. As an additional layer to estrangement, 
there is a sense of impermanence surrounding everyday home-making experiences. For 
instance, setting up a room with new furniture might bring additional questions about getting 
rid of bulky belongings once the time of moving out arises. A small Christmas tree embodies 
a similar sentiment of not wanting to commit, minimising the possibilities of suffering when 
leaving. A third relationship depicted here is through questioning as a recognition of my own 
identity. For instance, most locals seem to be fashion-conscious, which made me aware of the 
lint on my sweaters, surfacing a sense of shame for wearing conventionally ugly clothing. I 
tried to encapsulate this feeling into an epoxy capsule to remind myself that it is silly to feel 
anxious for such a trivial reason and that it is okay to question some customs. 



DIALOGUE 1 - CURVES, SWEETNESS, TINGLING
What are the qualities from the TBM I have used as a starting point for the dialogue? 

This TBM captures specific somatic qualities emerging from the experience of one of the participants. These are 
described as tingling, sweet, powerful, next to a sensation of chest softness. The participant also mentioned being 
surrounded by a feeling of in-betweenness, although this is not evident by observing the TBM. I envision different 
possible strategies of dialoguing with this TBM, by addressing different qualities, such as (a) attending to the curvy, 
sweet and tingly sensations, or (b) trying to connect with the powerful sensation granted by what she associates with 
being a foreigner: A sense of empowerment, in-betweenness and movement. 

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
The TEI 2021 studio on Tangible Body Maps of Felt 
Sensing Experience [22] was framed around the 
discussion of first-person research through the concept 
of foreignness as a case study to inspire conceptual 
knowledge for design. A total of 15 participants joined 
this event. As part of the activities, participants were 
asked to reflect on the meaning of being a foreigner, 
noting down their experiences and creating body maps 
and TBMs illustrating their emerging feelings and 
embodied sensations. To facilitate the emergence of 
feelings, the Focusing method was used to elicit a bodily 
connection with the given topic [9]. The Focusing method 
functions as a guided meditation where the facilitator 
guides the participants to perceive the given situation 
through their bodies -in this case, being a foreigner. It 
is important to note, however, that the use of Focusing 
is not a prerequisite for the method of dialoguing with 
TBMs  proposed in this pictorial.

Research materials such as body maps and their tangible 
versions were photographed by the participants and 
uploaded to the online platform Padlet. To protect their 
identities, they were instructed to use a pseudonym 
instead of their names. This page shows a body map and 
its TBM map generated by one participant, which will 
be used as the first example. Participants also generated 
written narratives, but the analysis of these accounts sits 
outside the scope of this pictorial. Next, I proceed to 
present the first example of the method in action.



The photograph: A Kanelbulle (Cinnamon roll)

Is the relationship between the TBM and the photograph 
more symbolic or formal?

The strategy: A highly formal approach

My photographic choice is unapologetically figurative and 
straightforward, as the kannelbulle mimics the shape of the 
TBM. I have decided to capture the qualities of curvature, 
sweetness, and tingling. The tingly sensation (symbolised as 
spheres in the original) is here evoked as the sticky feeling left 
on the fingers by the sugar granules sprinkled on top of the 
pastry.  The cinnamon roll or kannelbulle is a traditional pastry 
in Swedish culture. It is generally consumed in the afternoon 
with a cup of back coffee, as part of a ritual known as fika. 
This was the first Swedish pastry I tried, but eventually, my 
choice drifted towards smaller options. Fika generally occurs 
around 3 pm, and in my office it is provided every Wednesday 
as a way to promote social encounters. However, because of 
the pandemic, I have not had the chance to share pastries with 
others yet.

How does the photographic response relate to the original 
intent behind the TBM? 

My photographic response -the Kanelbulle- connects me with the 
traditional fika, which I associate with sweetness and the curvy 
shape of the TBM. However, although persistent in my mind, 
this figurative association does not offer an obvious connection 
with other matters concerning foreignness. Thinking about 
fika, however, makes me necessarily evoke my own cultural 
practices. In Chile -my country of origin-, we have a tradition 
called once (eleven in English), which shares some similarities 
with the social nature of fika. However, as we have our once 
later in the day -from 5 pm onwards- it is commonly shared 
with family members after our work shift. Our once apparently 
(and strangely) derives from the British afternoon tea tradition. 
However, it does not preserve its regal aura. Instead, our ritual 
is proudly proletarian. It differs from the Swedish fika, as our 
once includes mostly bread and savoury spreads, such as butter, 
cheese, ham, scrambled eggs or smashed avocado. It does have 
a cup of coffee or tea, sometimes milk and most likely some 
sugar or sweetener. Pastries can be added as part of a special 

Kanelbulle: This initial photographic response offers a 
highly formal photographic response inspired by the shape 
of the TBM. 



A social ritual: A capture of a typical once comida amongst friends on a Sunday. The eclectic 
nature of this meal is reflected in the different elements displayed on the table. The body language 
of those in the photo appear relaxed, informal and close. Onces and once comidas are long rituals 
-especially the ones performed during the weekends- sometimes emerging as an extension of a 
lunch or as transitioning from once to dinner.

event or as an occasional treat. However, the access of all those ingredients 
and variations depends on the income of the respective family. Avocados, 
for example, are nowadays ridiculously expensive and inaccessible.

In our culture, the once used to be considered a fourth meal rather than a 
mere snack. In terms our food habits, a typical day comprises a very light 
breakfast, lunch, once and dinner. Nowadays, it is not unusual that most 
families fuse once with our late dinner due to lack of time. This meal 
(known as once comida) replaces our dinner with a slightly heavier version 
of the regular once. Extenuous commuting time and extended work shifts, 
the active role of women in the workforce and the fact that bread is more 
convenient and filling than other foods has made once comida a logical 
choice.

I grew up in an unusual family not quite fond of bread as a staple food. As 
a result, I never felt comfortable having once every day. But as a personal 
tradition, I like having a cup of coffee with a biscuit. I think I adopted 
this habit while living abroad some years ago. It feels a bit like a fika, 
although it is not quite the same thing. Fika seems to be more social. On 
the other hand, the frugality of my biscuit and coffee separates me from 
my own culture. So when I invite my fellow nationals to my place, I have 
to plan a traditional once for them. Unfortunately, my usual ways could be 
perceived as too meagre and therefore, uninviting.

Emerging themes on foreignness

As a starting point, the following themes could be explored further. 

- Foreignness might hybridise our rituals and practices, transforming 
them into something different, like my frugal version of once, which at 
this point is neither fika nor a proper once. It would be interesting to reflect 
if such hybrid practices result from being more true to ourselves or as 
a coping mechanism to adapt to constant changes. At the same time, to 
me, this process of hybridisation has opened some interesting possibilities 
to explore my unique creative expression, validated by the fact I am a 
foreigner.

- Social practices are shaped by access. The fact once comida emerged out 
of necessity -and convenience- or how avocados are a luxury nowadays 
are some examples. These topics confront me with my current reality, 
making me think that not everyone has the choice to reconsider their food 
habits. For example, replacing the once by coffee with a biscuit is a matter 
of choice for me. However, which are the alternatives for those who lack 
the resources -including time-, and need more filling options to suit their 
lifestyles? 



DIALOGUE 2 - IN AND OUT (HOME IS INSIDE)
What are the qualities from the TBM I have used as a starting point for the dialogue? 

In the TBM, the participant decided to represent the notion of in and out, and that home is where your affects 
reside. This evocative statement was also symbolised through the shapes, some closer to her head and torso and 
others outside her embodied domain. Although I do not need to faithfully follow the participant’s version of her 
experience, I could easily relate to it. As a foreigner, her symbolic representation speaks directly to me.  

The photograph: A pair of scooters parked by the road.  

Is the relationship between the TBM and the photograph more symbolic or formal? 

Rather than explicitly focusing on specific formal aspects of the original TBM (as in the previous example with 
the kanelbulle) this response captures the symbolic aspects inspired by the representation. In this image, we can 
see two scooters parked by a road in the forest. If we anthropomorphise these two characters, they seem to be 
having a conversation. When I first saw them during one of my daily walks, the first thing that came to mind 
was I was witnessing a romantic yet cheesy moment. They seem to be alien to the setting -the synthetic quality 
of the pair contrasts with the organic surroundings. Still, they are engaged in their own conversation, despite 
what occurs in the outside world. It is interesting how I attribute human features to these two mechanic entities, 

A pair of scooters 
Symbolically, this photo 
represents how home is 
where your affects reside 



Affordances and foreignness: These new photographs represent 
different situations related with attachment, impermanence and 
mobility. (1) Attachment: The yellow bag he carries was given 
to me as a gift six years ago while we lived somewhere else. 
It’s one of my more precious belongings. My relationship with 
this object is guilt-free; its portability allows me to be openly 
in love with it. (2) Impermanence: In Sweden, Valborg day 
celebrates the starts of spring. Amongst other social activities, 
people gather in the forest around a bonefire. We found this 
practice interesting, and decided to represent a smaller version 
of a fire with available objects we might dispose later. (3) 
Mobility: Arriving to a new flat in Chile three years ago, this 
space became my first office. This “office” configuration 
repeats each time I move to an unfurnished flat.  

projecting empathic connection in them. It is not that I feel attached to 
those scooters, but it is more that I can easily picture their connection. It 
makes me think that home is where your affects reside: love, friendship, 
understanding.

How does the photographic response relate to the original intent 
behind the TBM?

My impulse is to confirm that having a solid inner world provides the 
basis to navigate change as part of your lifestyle. Being in movement 
demands flexibility and openness to reinvent yourself constantly. Because 
of this, it is crucial building a protected space where rituals and affects 
are firmly grounded. Still, we require the certainties granted by having 
a space to express ourselves. For instance, building an inner world with 
the person who understands you, independently of what occurs outside, 
is a way of creating an inner home. When I encountered the two scooters 
- given their alien nature amidst the natural background- it made me 
evoke this thought. This mutual understanding with the other connects 
back to my interpretation of the TBM.

Because of impermanence, my relationship with my partner -part of 
my inner world- has grown stronger, but my connection with personal 
belongings -the outer- has become ambivalent. I long for the opportunity 
to settle down and build a physical space representing that identitarian 
inner world, but there is something in me that does not want to commit. 
Attachment to artefacts involving settlement might end up being painful 
at the moment to leave. But, on the other hand, objects that allow us 
to connect with our sense of belonging are small, light and potentially 
portable, therefore less prone to be abandoned. These objects afford 
caring and keeping, conforming part of our inner home.

Back to the original experience motivating this analysis, what are some 
new themes arising from this comparison?

- Being foreigner influences how we interact with the outer world, 
including our relations with object affordances. This theme opens up the 
possibility to explore both the formal and emotional elements concerning 
affordances that consider impermanence, change and ambivalence.

- In phenomenology, Steinbock defined home as the space where there 
is no need to understand, yet it is connected with the alien world in a 
generative dance [28]. The discussion of foreignness invites us to attempt 
to define what makes a place home, and it connects with the unfamiliar. 
And based on possible definitions, we could reflect on how to support 
the design of spaces that consider mobility and impermanence in a way 
that also affords commitment while responding to the human need for 
connection.



CONCEPT  MAPPING
This section shows two concept maps summarising the 
outcomes of the dialogue, leading to the emergence 
of autoethnographic themes. Concept maps are tools 
used to visualise the steps behind decision-making, 
crystallising knowledge by making implicit content 
available [24]. These mappings show concepts and their 
relationships [31], which in the case of this method 
allow us to systematically trace the procedural aspects 
of our experience. This systematisation is important, as 
it allows us to share understandable research outcomes 
with the research community, which is a precondition 
for assessing rigour in first person research [30]. Having 
said this, the use of concept mapping is not intended to 
override the richness of narratives but rather function 
as points of departure for sharing stories, ideas and 

concepts, or as tools for the researcher to keep track of 
unexplored themes, making space for further complexity.  

It is important to note that these conceptual maps and the 
overall presentation of the two dialogues function as a 
brief sample of how to conduct the method of dialoguing 
with experiential materials. Reflections, themes and 
photographic responses could have been developed 
much further, bringing new relations, images and much 
more extensive narratives to the conversation. 

In map one representing the first conversation, I illustrate 
a summarised progression of the thematic decisions 
I have made, including the two possible avenues for 
exploration displayed as two groups of keywords. The 
selected group of keywords -alluding to sensory aspects 
of the TBM used to find a direct association- generated 

two photographic responses. The unused keywords 
comprising “in-betweenness, power and movement” is 
left open for future explorations. Potentially, emerging 
relations could overlap with existing ones, serving as an 
invitation to search for new associations, revealing new 
themes.

In the second dialogue, the symbolic content inspired by 
the TBM generated a series of photographic outcomes 
responding to the idea of home as an inner experience. The 
idea of inner experience inspired me to think about our 
relationship with objects (the outer dimension), inspiring 
some unexpected themes for design research. At the same 
time, some brief associations on the contrasting nature 
between the artificial and the organic were mentioned 
when talking about the scooters and the forest. Such 
associations remain open for future exploration. 



DISCUSSION
The two dialogues presented here are just samples 
of the potential richness this method could bring to 
autoethnographic research for design. In that sense, it 
is essential to keep in mind that this method functions 
as a tool for elicitation, meaning that the analysis of the 
actual experience of the participant is not the main focus 
of this approach. This allows us to drift from the original 
intent symbolised through the TBM.

There are two ways in which TBM can be used, 
according to the type of association used as a strategy 
for the dialogue:

(1) Leaning towards figurativeness: TBMs as provocations
With the kanelbulle, I have exemplified a case where 
the photographic response emerged from capturing 
direct sensory qualities derived from the TBM, such 
as sweetness and shape. This example shows how even 
embracing lightweight and slightly literal connections 
between the original intent of the TBM and the response 
can still generate themes of relevance for the researcher. 
A figurative conversation acknowledges the sensibilities 
of the TBM playfully, using it as a provocation for 
further evocation. However, to keep the discussion 
relevant to the autoethnographic nature of this method, 
it is important to keep in mind the primary motivation 
of the research. In this case, the kanelbulle is not only 
similar in shape to the TBM but also symbolises my time 
in Sweden as a foreigner, including my first encounters 
with a very traditional aspect of a culture new to my 
experience.

(2) Leaning towards the symbolic: TBMs as inspirations 
In the second example, the symbolism of the TBM 
inspired an interpretation that closely represented the 
original intent of the participant. The representation of 
inner home depicted through the TBM inspired me to 
think of what constitutes a home and even what does 
not. For example, homes are occupied by furniture and 
varied objects, but impermanence shapes my ambivalent 
relationship with them as a foreigner.

Focusing on symbolic associations allowed me to 

dialogue more profoundly and candidly with the 
embodied sensibilities and the original meaning behind 
the TBM. In this case, the elicited autoethnographic 
themes -including the affordances of foreignness- 
emerged as an unexpected revelation of something 
I already knew, but that until now, I was not able to 
articulate with such a level of detail. The disclosure 
of insights is common to elicitation techniques such 
as Microphenomenology [25] and Focusing [9]. These 
methods, however, do not capture the designerly nature 
of the proposed dialogue, which involves reflection 
in action through direct engagement with materials 
(both TBMs and photographs) while balancing open-
endedness with systematic documentation. Dialoguing 
with open-ended manifestations of other people’s 
embodiments and feelings allowed me to look outside 
the boundaries of traditional self-reporting, generatively 
expanding my reflections. 

Through this dialogical process, I have uncovered new 
themes to keep developing as part of my research.    
However, in some cases, this process of discovery 
might not be self-evident. Some dialogues might be 
more productive than others, which should motivate us 
to search for more associations. Therefore, the process 
depicted in this pictorial should be understood as a 
starting point to uncover more complex relations rather 
than samples of a conclusive outcome.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This pictorial has presented a systematic method to elicit 
the emergence of autoethnographic accounts through the 
analysis of TBM and photographs. It uses the embodied 
reflexivity of others as a starting point for promoting a 
candid conversation involving self and environment. This 
dialogue with tangible traces contributes to first-person 
design research, where traceability and communicability 
of outcomes become necessary preconditions for rigour. 
Although rigorous, research outcomes also preserve the 
non-prescriptive and drifting nature of design research.

As future work, these dialogues -amongst others- will 
be examined towards the generation of new stories 

and more extensive analyses, integrating both the 
symbolic and the figurative in a chain of different 
dynamic associations with photographs and narratives. 
The generation of collaborative themes between the 
researcher and participants could also contribute to 
unearthing new conceptual knowledge, deepening 
the understanding of topics such as for instance, our 
attitudes and perceptions towards technology. Finally, in 
future iterations this method will be used in conjunction 
with other techniques to integrate the researcher’s 
corporeality more actively into the elicitation process. 
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